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Despite its reputation as a charismatic socialite, the FERMAT entrance handle can also be rather mysterious. Cast in bronze this 
unassuming yet outgoing handle certainly has two distict sides, with multiple personalities.

Material:  sand cast bronze

Configurations: exterior single 
   exterior & interior set of two
   double door left and right set of two

Finish:  polished bronze 
   satin bronze
   polished bronze & blackened patina
   rough cast & polished bronze
   rough cast & satin bronze
   rough cast & polished with blackened bronze patina
   Chrome - special order

note::   left or right swing door and depth of door needs to be specified 

Dimensions:   230x225x38 small
   380 x 230 x 38  medium
   570x150x38 large
   

Warranty:  lifetime structural warranty on the bronze
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FERMAT entrance medium polished black patina 
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FERMAT entrance small polished black patina FERMAT entrance medium polished FERMAT entrance double large satin 
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FERMAT entrance double large polished black patina FERMAT entrance large polished black patina FERMAT entrance large polished 
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FERMAT entrance double medium polished FERMAT entrance medium polished black patina FERMAT entrance medium satin 
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FERMAT entrance small polished black patina FERMAT entrance small double satin FERMAT entrance double small polished 
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The CYRUS handle is known by its friends as a feircly loyal and stable companion. In the handles youth, it was perhaps plauged by a lack 
of confidence, however time has proved most affirming. The CYRUS has grown into a friend who has an unrelenting ability for sustaining 
others, particularly those that reach out

Material:  sand cast bronze

Finish:  polished bronze 
   satin bronze
   polished bronze & blackened patina
   rough cast & polished bronze
   rough cast & satin bronze
   rough cast & polished with blackened bronze patina
   Chrome - special order

Dimensions:   400 x 40 x 55 small
   900x x 50x70 large

Warranty:  lifetime structural warranty on the bronze
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CYRUS entrance small polished 
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CYRUS entrance small rough cast polished CYRUS entrance small rough cast polished & black patina 
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CYRUS entrance small satinCYRUS entrance small satin CYRUS entrance small polished
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Despite its reputation as a charismatic socialite, the FERMAT entrance handle can also be rather mysterious. Cast in bronze this 
unassuming yet outgoing handle certainly has two distict sides, with multiple personalities.

Material:  sand cast bronze

Configurations: single
   pairs mirrored
   pairs mixed

Finish:  polished bronze 
   satin bronze
   polished bronze & blackened patina
   rough cast & polished bronze
   rough cast & satin bronze
   rough cast & polished with blackened bronze patina
   Chrome - special order

Dimensions:   170x60x28 small
   190 x 65 x 28  medium
   190x100x45 large
   

Warranty:  lifetime structural warranty on the bronze
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FERMAT entrance medium polished black patina 
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FERMAT joinery pulls large medium small rough cast polished FERMAT entrance double small polished 
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FERMAT joinery pulls large &medium rough cast polished FERMAT joinery pulls medium & small rough cast polished 
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FERMAT joinery pulls small &large rough cast polished FERMAT joinery pulls small & small rough cast polished 
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If a joinery pull cast in bronze by the Romans washed ashore on a glinting pebbled beach in Sicily , it would undoubtedly look exactly like 
the MESSINA coat hook. Cast in bronze, the easygoing MESSINA is happy just as it is; relaxed and unconcerned with trivial matters of life. 

Material:  sand cast bronze

Finish:  polished bronze 
   satin bronze
   polished bronze & blackened patina
   rough cast & polished bronze
   rough cast & satin bronze
   rough cast & polished with blackened bronze patina
   Chrome - special order

Dimensions:   150x125x26 joinery door pull large
   80x66x20 joinery door pull small  

Warranty:  lifetime structural warranty on the bronze
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MESSINA jounery pull rough cast polished
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MESSINA jounery pull rough cast polished
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If a coat hook washed ashore on a glinting pebbled beach in Sicily , it would undoubtedly look exactly like the MESSINA coat hook. Cast in 
bronze, the easygoing MESSINA is happy just as it is; relaxed and unconcerned with trivial matters of life. 

Material:  sand cast bronze

Finish:  rough cast & polished bronze
   rough cast & satin bronze
   rough cast & polished with blackened patina
   Chrome - special order

Dimensions:   100 x 120 x 35 

Warranty:  lifetime structural warranty on the bronze
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MESSINA rought cast polished

MESSINA rought cast polished

MESSINA rought cast polished
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